BAY ISLANDS
HONDURAS HOT SPOT

PONQUOGUE BRIDGE
A LONG ISLAND FAVORITE

ROCK OUT IN OHIO’S BEST DIVES

SINUS UP FOR SCUBA

BAY ISLANDS HONDURAS HOT SPOT
ECO-PHOTO EXPLORERS:
30 YEARS OF LOVING THE SEA

Every winter divers attending shows throughout the Northeast and Midwest get to hear the tales and see the photos shared by Mike Salvarezza and Christopher Weaver.

The Eco-Photo Explorers travel the world to gather material for their talks, which focus on history, marine life and the environment. Mike and Chris started diving their native New York waters in 1978, inspired by the adventures of Jacques Cousteau and by a mutual love of the sea. Progressing from beach dives to boat dives to wreck dives to worldwide expeditions, they continue to advance their skills and accumulate experiences, all the while retaining a fascination for the sea and its inhabitants. Along the way, they began to document what they were seeing through the lenses of underwater cameras. This led them to begin sharing their experiences through various speaking engagements and freelance writing projects. In 1994, they formed Eco-Photo Explorers to further leverage their work and contribute knowledge and experience to the community on various environmental issues.

Mike and Chris are true home-grown local divers who trained and got their certifications on Long Island. After hundreds of dives over 30 years, they continue to dive the local waters as enthusiastically as ever. They can regularly be found diving offshore wrecks as well as local beaches. In addition, Chris and Mike travel extensively, regularly embarking on expeditions to photograph the underwater world in some of the most exciting and remote locations available to divers. Their photographic journeys have taken them to Truk Lagoon, Palau, Australia, Cocos Island, Fiji, Belize, Mexico and much of the Caribbean. Most notably, Chris and Mike have completed two scuba diving expeditions to Antarctica, with a third currently being planned.

Mike and Chris devote much of their energies toward providing education to the general public regarding scuba diving activities, expedition details, marine life and environmental issues. They lecture frequently at local libraries and at various organization meetings, including those of local historical societies, Audubon societies and youth groups.

In addition, Chris and Mike have authored numerous articles and published their photography in a wide variety of magazines, including “National Geographic Adventure,” “Sport Diver,” “Diver” (UK), “Sport Diving,” “Advanced Diver,” “Immersed,” “Northeast Dive Journal,” “Northeast Dive News” and “Northwest Dive News.”
Chris and Mike, through Eco-Photo Explorers, have worked with many organizations, providing a variety of services to assist in various activities. Some of the notable examples of this include work done with Robert Ballard’s “Jason Project for Education,” where Eco-Photo Explorers provided support photography from Belize. In addition, Eco-Photo Explorers has assisted in deploying quality monitoring devices in Hempstead Harbor for the Coalition to save Hempstead Harbor. It also has provided Atlantis Marine World Aquarium with photos that illustrate the inhabitants of the various tanks in the exhibit hall.

Scuba diving remains a passion for Mike and Chris. By attending and speaking at various industry conferences, Chris and Mike have tried to give back to the diving community. Mike and Chris regularly speak at Beneath the Sea, the Boston Sea Rovers, Our World Underwater and occasionally at the Long Island Divers Association.

Contact Christopher Weaver and Michael Salvarezza at ecophoto@optonline.net or www.ecophotoexplorers.com.

**ARE YOU A RESPONSIBLE CYLINDER OWNER?**

Hydro-testers and visual inspectors may share “some” responsibility but Cylinder Owners Are Ultimately Responsible For Cylinder Safety!

Do you know the standards used by your hydro-tester or the person you pay to inspect your cylinders? ASK!

Have you asked to see the standards used by your present cylinder inspector? Does the inspector have a written protocol recognized by the government and courts?

Do you receive a technical written inspection report? You should!

Only one inspector training agency conducts training for federal cylinder inspectors, the military, NASA, PADI, NAUI and cylinder manufacturers.

Quality visual cylinder inspections do not cost more. Ask for proof of inspector training. Check the standards used.

Federal scuba cylinder standards require annual visual inspection. Common sense requires you to demand formally trained, certified cylinder inspectors.

Professional Scuba Inspectors, Inc. is the only company recognized by both the federal government and cylinder manufacturers to provide scuba cylinder inspector training.

You do not have to be affiliated with a dive center to attend training, individuals are welcome. Contact us for cylinder inspector training or to purchase cylinder safety products.

REMEMBER, you are ultimately responsible for your cylinder’s safe condition.